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March 2019

Finding Balance in Our Technological World

   

 

2 Corinthians 10:5 

5 We demolish arguments and every pretension that sets itself up against the
knowledge of God, and we take captive every thought to make it obedient to Christ.
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Ephesians 6:10-18

10 Finally, be strong in the Lord and in his mighty power. 11 Put on the full armor of
God, so that you can take your stand against the devil’s schemes. 12 For our struggle
is not against flesh and blood, but against the rulers, against the authorities, against
the powers of this dark world and against the spiritual forces of evil in the heavenly

realms. 13 Therefore put on the full armor of God, so that when the day of evil comes,
you may be able to stand your ground, and after you have done everything, to

stand. 14 Stand firm then, with the belt of truth buckled around your waist, with the
breastplate of righteousness in place, 15 and with your feet fitted with the readiness
that comes from the gospel of peace. 16 In addition to all this, take up the shield of

faith, with which you can extinguish all the flaming arrows of the evil one. 17 Take the
helmet of salvation and the sword of the Spirit,which is the word of God.

18 And pray in the Spirit on all occasions with all kinds of prayers and requests.With
this in mind, be alert and always keep on praying for all the Lord’s people.

Being honest about our tech 
by Angela O'Dell

On average, we all spend so much more time being bombarded with stimuli and much less time de-

stressing and decompressing than ever before in the history of the world. The rise in depression, anxiety,

eating disorders, drug abuse, alcohol abuse, teen (and pre-teen) suicide, and general unhappiness has

risen so sharply in the last decade (since 2008), that it is being categorized as an epidemic. Why is this? I
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am currently working on a Master Level certification in family coaching and counseling and have just

completed a segment of lessons on the effects of our technological culture on our physical brains. Here is

part of a paper I recently wrote on the topic.

There are far too many areas of concern to address in [one paper], so I am going to focus on what I feel

has the biggest impact on most of us as a general rule. Then we will discuss how we can counteract it. In

the past ten years, cell phones have become increasingly higher tech and substantially more common.

Everyone I know over the age of 13 has one (or something on which they can access the internet).

Many studies have shown that all of the above mentioned elements of our lives, and especially too much

time on cell phones (and the definition of “too much” varies from person to person), leads to an

overstimulated brain. We live in a stressful, fast paced world, and we are not giving ourselves time to

destress. Stress naturally builds up in our bodies, and when it is not taken care of, it turns into anxiety.

Stress and anxiety are both physical, chemical, hormonal reactions in our bodies. If not released, anxiety

turns into depression. The increase in child and teen depression has increased right along with the

technological advances of the last decade. According to Dr. Catherine Hart Weber, "We don’t realize a lot

of these extra things that we’re adding that are conveniences overstimulate us to the point where our

brains are functioning on hyper zone and we are functioning at a speed that we weren’t really created for."

[quote from “How to Help Your Hurting Teen part 1” Radio broadcast, by Archibald Hart, Ph.D. and

Catherine Hart Weber, Ph.D, Family Talk, Focus on the Family] 

The exploding world of social media that constantly tempts us to be discontent with our lives, as well as

disconnected with the important people in our lives, our hyperactive lifestyles that has hardly any

downtime built into it, and an addiction to cell phones/screens are contributing to a sharp rise in

childhood depression. 

You may scoff at my choice of words, but believe me, I didn’t choose them flippantly. Let me explain.

When a drug user gets high, there is a chemical released in the brain that causes a burst of euphoria. This

chemical is called dopamine and is created and released by the body in reaction to stimuli. Studies show

that the interactions done on social media platforms (likes on Facebook or Instagram, retweets on Twitter,

follows or screenshots on Snapchat, etc) causes a chemical reaction in the brain. Guess what

chemical...dopamine. This chemical release is what makes drugs and social media (and video games)

addictive - because it takes increasing amounts to gain that “high and happy” feeling. All you have to do is

look at the crazy stuff people are willing to do to get attention on social media to see the desperateness to

get that addictive dopamine drop. It’s also contributes (along with the built up stress of stimuli) to the

depression and anxiety causing so many problems in our society. It’s a vicious cycle. 

So here it is in a nutshell… On one hand, we are exposing our bodies and brains to more stress (and

dopamine drops) than ever before, while on the other hand, we have decreased the practice of getting rid

of the stress and controlling the stimuli. What can we do about this?

Technology is here to stay, so we need to learn how to handle it in a balanced way. First, set limits on
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it. Be ruthless in removing apps from your tech that are leading to compulsive behaviors and addictions

(there is a physical reaction going on in your brain!) and being distracted. Be honest; your health depends

on it. Stay connected to the important people in your life. Do activities that are passive de-stressing -

reading, drawing, puzzles, etc (no screens). Do activities that are active de-stressing - taking a walk,

exercising, biking, etc (no screens). Ultimately, pray and bring your use of technology under the authority

of God.”

I personally find that when I've spent too much time staring at screens, interacting in my virtual

relationships, and building my "online presence," I have a much harder time monitoring and controlling my

thought life. My mood is affected, and my brain feels foggy and static-y. Part of this is the physical effects

of too much stimuli, and part of it is spiritual. Ephesians 6:10-18 are familiar verses to us. We know that

they are the instructions for applying the Armor of God to our lives. It is important for all us to know when

we are in a weakened state and are less capable of protecting ourselves spiritually. 

2 Corinthians 10:5 says, "5 We demolish arguments and every pretension that sets itself up against the

knowledge of God, and we take captive every thought to make it obedient to Christ." It is imperative for us

to keep our minds sharp so that we can stand against the enemy of our soul in "the day of evil." 

 

In today’s world, technology rules our time and our relationships. You see it in restaurants
where families gather around the table and stare at their phone. My family thinks it’s fun to
sit in the living room together and text each other funny gifs and little messages. We text to
stay in touch with far away friends and family. We also spend way too much of our day
ignoring the people next to us while we interact with those who aren’t. Like it or not, our
lives are entwined with screen time and technology is here to stay. Our family has wrestled
with the question, “How much is too much?” When our phones updated with an app that
tracks our screen time, it was shocking and disheartening. It was a good glimpse into how
much time we spend communicating through a screen. It certainly made us evaluate our
goals and priorities! What the app doesn’t do is record each time our kids or spouse talks
to us while we gaze at our phone. It doesn’t tell us what the lack of eye contact and
physical presence does to our family and us. It also doesn’t tell us what the opportunity
costs are; those things we miss out on because we are glued to a screen. Ouch. This
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reality convicts me too!

What are some things we can do to realign our priorities and reduce screen time? I
suggest talking about it as a family and setting ground rules. There could be phone-free
zones such as the dinner table, during game night, or two hours before bedtime. While it is
helpful to define when it’s not ok to be staring at a screen, we should also explore when it
is, and how others should respect that time. Our family has gradually slipped into some
bad screen time habits, and we need to revisit this conversation. How about you and your
family?

Mom writer, Kristen Pratt, is a veteran

homeschooling mom of nine, grandma to five, the

curriculum editor and consultant for Master

Books, and the author of the popular Language

Arts for a Living Education series.   

Has God been doing something amazing in your life that would encourage,
strengthen, and unify the community? If you would like to share it with the other

moms, email me at angela@jellybeanjar.org, and I’ll share it in an upcoming Journal. 

With all of the crazy, scary, and unbiblical issues that are being embraced and made legal by our

culture and government, it is becoming increasingly more important for us to teach our children

about their rights, responsibilities, and privileges as American citizens and as humans. It is time

for us to encourage and facilitate our children's education concerning the issues going on in the
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world around us and establishing a solid worldview based on what God says concerning them.

This month, I am showcasing two solid resources that can help us in this pursuit...  

"We must understand something very thoroughly. If
the state gives the rights, it can take them away -
they're not inalienable. If the stae gives rights, they
can change them and manipulate them. But the
Founding Fathers believed there was a Creator and
that this Creator gave inalienable rights - that is what
has given us the freedoms which we still have. We
are losing those freedoms and we can expect to
continue to lose them if this other worldview
continues to take increased force and power in our
country." - Dr. Francis A. Schaeffer at Coral Ridge
Presbyterian Church in Florida, 1982. 

"A Christian education should equip students to understand God's view of government and

man's responsibilities, privileges, and duties within that established framework." 
Israel Wayne - Education: Does God have an opinion?

Master Books is creating the beautiful new edition of the Institute of the Constitution's
civics & government curriculum. I am so excited to show you all this resource. Jake
MacAulay is the president of the Institute of the Constitution and has a huge number

of amazing resources at The American View website. I encourage you to take the
time to go and spend time there with your families. Build your knowledge about what

our American government is meant to be. 
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My young friend,

I understand that technology is here to stay. I’m not suggesting that we all go live in the woods, off

the grid. I am suggesting that technology is being used as a weapon by our enemy. Tech use, just

like everything else in our lives, has to be brought under the authority of God and His Word, so

that Satan cannot use it against us. 

Becoming a warrior requires us to be brave enough to learn about the battlefield. Becoming a

warrior requires us to learn who we are fighting, what types of weapons he will use (and maybe is

using) against us, and what we can do about it. As hard as it is sometimes to face the culture and

stay brave enough to learn how to deal with it, we are never going to be warriors until we do just

that. We have the armor of God. We can place the belt of truth around our core to hold us strong

and help us know right and wrong. We have the breastplate of righteousness to protect our

hearts, and we have the helmet of salvation to protect our minds. We have to see what is

happening and decide to do something about it. 

My friends, you are the next generation of warriors, and I’m not going to sugar-coat it or beat

around the bush…you have your work cut out for you, but you have everything you need to stand.

Each generation, the devil gets more insidious, but God has created you for such a time as this!

This week, I want to ask you to really look (perhaps for the first time) at what is going on around

you. We do not need to be afraid - this world and everything in it still belongs to God - but we do

need to see the current cultural weapons that the enemy is using to try to steal, kill, and destroy

[John 10:10]. 
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That verse, John 10:10, can be used as a litmus test (or measuring stick). If there is something in

our culture that you’re not quite sure is good or bad, just run it under the light of this verse in

God’s Word. Ask yourself: Is this stealing from me (think: time, relationship, wisdom)? Is it killing

something important (think: relationships, honesty, joy)? Is it destroying something (think: my

spirit, my mind, my body)? If the answer is yes to any one of those questions, run…run away from

it. On the other hand, if you ask yourself: Is this bringing me life abundantly (think: true joy, hope,

freedom, and growing closer to Jesus)? If the answer is yes, than embrace it. 

If you ever need someone to pray for you and/or to just listen, please either message me through

my contact form, or email me at angela@jellybeanjar.org. 

FREE Resources...

Technology can be used as a powerful tool in our homeschools. This month, I wanted to
showcase one of my favorite free resources, Kids Answers at Answers In Genesis. 

As St. Patrick's Day approaches, I wanted to provide a trustworthy source for learning about the history

behind the holiday. 
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Angela is the author of the popular Master

Books curriculum, Math Lessons for a Living Education,

America's Story, and The World's Story, as well as a

number of self-published titles. Her passion for helping

others lead lives centered on the Truth of God's Word has

led her into the life coaching ministry and industry.
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She is currently working towards her Masters' level Life

Coaching Certification through the AACC and IBCC,

specializing in Leadership Coaching, Child Development,

Parenting, and Family ministry.  You can keep up on her

latest events and releases at angelaodellblog.com. 
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